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Chronological Change of W. S. Maugham's Style 
一一-AStatistical Analysis of His Short Stories-一ーー
WADA Koumei and YOSHIOKA Ken'ichi 
1. Inまroduction
William Somerset Maugham (1874-1965) is said to have written more than one hun-
dred and土wentyshort stories in his li島.They were al compi1ed in collected forms出lda 
長wof them are now out of print. However， one hundred and eight stories are now avail-
able from the two collections， The Complete Short Stories of W. Somerset Maughαm 3 
vols. (hereafter Complete) and Seventeen Lost Stories by W. Somerset Mαughαm (hereaf-
ter Seventeen). The first collection， which was collectedむyMaughm himself， comprise 
ninety-one stories， and the second one， which was edited by Showalter after Maugham's 
death， consists of seventeen stories. All the stories are of very di首erentlengths. Some are 
as short as sixteen hundred words， some are ten times as long， and some are over twenty 
thousand. From a chronological viewpoint， the stories in Seventeen were al written be-
tween 1899 and 1908 and those in Commplete were between 1921宿泊 1947.When he 
collected his own short stories in three volumes in 1951， Maugham says in the preface: 
“ln my early youth 1 wrote a number， but they are so immature that 1 have preferred not 
to reprint them. A few are in a bool王thathas long remaind out of予rint，a few others are 
scattered in various magazines. They are best forgotten." The s土orieswhich Maugham 
thought of as so immature and訂estforgotten obviously refer to those in Seventeen. 
Our concern in this paper is with whether we could find chronological change of 
Maugham's style in his short stories， especially between Seventeen and Complete， based 
upon the statistics of words， sentence lengths， and grammatical tags (parts of speech)l). 
The texts used here are: The Complete Short Stories of W. Somerset Mαughαm 3 vols. 
(London: Heinemann， 1967) and Craig C. Showalter (ed.) Seventeen Lost Stories by W. 
Somerset Mαugham (New York: Arno Press， 1967). The titles of the stories， their nota事
tions， and their tokens are shown in Appendix 1. lncidentally， the number of all the 
words appearing in one hundred and eight stories comes up to 765， 038. 
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2. Quantitative Features of W ords 
2. 1 Word-Iength 
The average word-length of the types occurring in each story is plotted on a graph 
in chronological order (Fig. 1). We can note that the overall distribution of word-length 
has a relatively declining tendency to the right， that is， the words get shorter as years go 
by. The regressive line shows the difference of word-length between the earliest stories 
and the last ones is about 4 percent. 
The longest words consist of twenty letters and occur in DON ('sevenpence-half-pen-
ny')， EXC (‘three-quarter-length')， HAR('fifty-million -dollarつ， POO ('hail-fellow-well-
met')， T琵A('conversation-lessons')， and YEL ('hail-fellow-well-met'). They are all hy-
phenated words and their occurrence ratios to the tokens increase by 14.6 percent in 
later stories (Fig. 2). 
2. 2 TTR (the ratio of types to tokens) 
TTRs rise a little bit in later stories (Fig. 3) and the regressive line shows the TTR 
rises 3.3 points between the earliest story and the last one. Here we can see that in later 
stories the occuπence rate of types is going up， while word-length is getting shorter. The 
highest of TTRs is 0.418 (RAW)， followed by 0.413 (担YH)and 0.401 (ANT)， which are all 
compiled in Cosmopolitans (1936)2). The lowest of TTRs， on the other hand， is0.167 
(BAG). The six stories compiled in a collection， Ah King (1933) have rather low TTRs3). 
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2. 3 Repetitiveness of vocabulary (Rep) 
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Allen， paying close attention to the words occurring with high企equency，proposed a 
formula to show a writer's degree of repetitiveness4}. Rep is， to be concrete， the ratio of 
the total number of泣lefifty most合equentlyused words to the tokens. The formula for 
calculating Rep is 
Re予=Ei/N
where N is位letoken and王isthe frequency of the i -th word counted down企om位le
most合equentlyused word. 
As Fig. 4 shows， the graph rises to the right with higher values. However， the in-
creasing rate is only 0.03 percent， which means諮aughamdid not use the same words 
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2. 4 HTR (the ratio of hapax legomena to tokens) 
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Kenny51 says“in particular a mysterious veneration is sometimes accorded to words 
which occur just once in a corpus (hapax legomena)." We can get numerical expression of 
HTR by caluculating the proportion as follows : 
HTR=Vl/N 
where V1 is number of hapax legomena and N is to註ens.
Graph in Fig. 5 falls to the right. That is to say， a single appearance of a rare and 
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striking word decreases in later stories. 
2. 5 Richness ofVocabulary 
Various formulae for calculating the richness of vocabulary have been proposed to 
study a writer's richness of vocabulary6}. Here we applied the statistics gained from the 
108 stories to Dugast's formula7}. 
Log2N Richness ofvocabulary R(d)= LogN-LogV 
where N is the tokens and V the types. 
Dugast (1979) claims that an index of 18 indicates limited vocabulary， 20 an average 
vocabulary， and 24 a rich vocabulary・Allthe stories except HAP have an average or rich 
vocabulary， and the stories having a rich vocabulary account for 64.7 percent in his ear-
lier stories and 37.4予ercentin his later ones. (Fig. 6) 
2. 6 Characteristic K and Vm 
Yule proposed Characteristic K as an index of richness of vocabulary. It describes the 
relative fluctuation of the mean frequency of word occu町 ence.The formula for Character-
istic K8} is 
K = 10，000 X (82 -81)/8i. 
where 81 represents I:Fx'X， and 82 I:Fx'X2. 
As Fig. 7 shows， the values of K decline in chronological order. It can be estimated 
that this declining tendency of K has a close connection with frequent occurrence of 
hapax legomena and the words having low仕equency.TTR， on the other hand， tends to 
rise in these circumstances， though only a bit. 
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Yule calculated K， based on the assumption of the Poisson Law， while another index 
V m proposed by Herdan9l does not make such assumtion in his stochastic process. The for-
mula for V m is as follows : 
V m = {:EFx' X2f(:EFx' X)2}-lfN 
where N represents LFx・
V m describes how the frequency of each type deviates from the mean of frequency of 
all the types. V m is also going down chronologically. But its decreasing rate is remarkably 
low (0.00002). We can note that the mean frequencies of words occurring in each of all 
the stories have almost the same values. (Fig. 8) 
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3. Quantitative Features of Sentences 
Fig. 9 shows the ratio of dialogues to the whole sentences in each story. The graph 
gently rises and the increasing rate is 0.0219. We can see Maugham's later stories con-
tain many dialogues. ST茸(1936)has the highest ratio (90.7%). 
Both the average sentence-length and the longest sentence is getting short in later 
stories. The decreasing rates are 0.0529 and 0.306 respectively (Fig. 10 and 11). Inciden-
tally， the longest sentence is found in BAG (170 words) : 
Volumes of verse， novels， philosophical works， critical studies (they say books about 
books are profitless， but they certainly make very pleasant reading)， biographies， his-
tory; there were books to read when you were il and books to read when your brain， all 
alert， craved for something to grapple with; there were books that you had always 
wanted to read， but in the hurry of life at home had never found time to; there were 
books to read at sea when you were meandering through narrow waters on a tramp 
steamer， and there were boo主sfor bad weather when your whole cabin creal王edand you 
had to wedge yourself in your bunk in order not to fall out; there were books chosen 
solely for their length， which you tool王withyou when on some expedition you had to 
travel light， and there were the books you could read when you could read nothing else. 
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4. Quantita主iveFea土uresof Grammatical Tags 
Of twenty-six grammatical tags (parts of speech)， NN has the highest occurrence 
rate， followed by P， VV， 1， AT， C， VP， and VH. This is true of all the stories (Fig. 12). The 
only exception is註RRin which FW has especially high occu汀 encerate. Compared with 
the average occurrence rate of FW， that is， 0.10 (SD 0.23 and median ().03)， MRR con-
tains 80 many foreign words (Fig. 13). 
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Function Words 4. 1 
Chronologically， C， D， M， P increase in occurrence rate， and especially P increases 
nine times as訟 anyas D and M (Fig. 14 a， b， c， d). 
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1， UH， and VM， on the other hand， have a decreasing tendency， and 1 decreases 
three times as many as VM (Fig. 14 e， f， and g). 
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じHhas the lowest occurrence rate， followed by M， VM， D， C， 1， and P (Fig. 15). 
Content Words 4. 2 
Chronologically， J increases gently， while VV increases in increasing rate four times 
as many as J (Fig. 16 a and b). 
VV 
0.019 
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N and R decrease in later stories， and R decreases five times as many as N (Fig. 16 c 
and d). 
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The other tags can be divided into two groups: the tags that increase chronologi-
cally and those that decrease chronologically. 
Grammatical tag Increasing rate Grammatical tag decreasing rate 
TO 0.0043 GE 0.0013 
VB 0.0188 NP 0.0076 
VD 0.0035 Z 0.0001 
VH 0.0141 AP 0.0142 
X 0.0044 AT 0.0073 
EX 0.0021 B 0.00001 
FW 0.0004 FU 0.0003 
The increasing rates of VB and VH are higher than those of other tags. B is decreas-
ing in later stories， but its rate is very low. AP's decreasing rate seems high. 
5. Discussion 
There is 80 long an interval between 1899 when Maugham wrote the last story com-
piled in Seventeen and 1921 when he resumed writing short stories10l• Our prime concern 
81 
has been with if there are some differences between his early stories and his later ones. 
Through our statistical analysis of his short stories， we can tell that there are various 
differences between the two collections in the items we have dealt with. 
Though Maugham condemned his early stories as immature， his early efforts at fic-
tion foreshadow the prominent features of later efforts. The style certainly becomes more 
polished in later stories in such items as word-Iength， sentence-length， colloquial dia-
logue， types， hyphenated word. However， the style in early stories is， as Archer says， re-
markably Maugham'sll). 
Notes 
1) We assigned a grammatical tag to every word appearing in Seventeen and Complete， using 
CLAWS 7， which is an automatic part-of-speech tagging system developed by UC茸ELat 
Lancaster University. 
The CLAWS 7 tagset contaIns 137 tags， but we summed up 137 to 26 tags， which are 
shown in Appendix 2. 
2) Cosmopolitαns (1936) contains twenty-nine stories and al of them have about two thou-
sand words to fil a double-page of the Cosmopolitαn Magazine. 
3) As has been reported in our previous papers， TTR is liable to be under the influence of to-
kens; it is generally higher in shorter stories than in longer ones. 
4) Robert F. Allen， A Stylo-Statistical Study ofぺAdolfe"(Geneve-Paris: Slatkine-Champion， 
1984)， p.158. 
5) Anthony Kenny， The Computαtion of Style (Oxford: Pergamon P.， 1982)， pp. 67-68. 
6) See our paper， JournαlofTezukαyαma College， No. 30 (1993). 
7) Daniel Dugast， Vocαbulαire et Discours， Essai de Lexicologie Quantitative (Geneva: Edi-
tions Slatkine， 1979入p.67.
8) G. U. Yule， The Stαtistical Study of Litenαry Vocαbulαry (Cambridge: Cambridge U. P.， 
1968)， pp. 86-87. 
9) G. Herdan， The Advαnced Theory of Lαnguαgeαs Choice αnd Chαnce (Berlin: Springer-
Verlag， 1966)， pp. 106-7. 
10) During those years he was mainly engaged in writing dramas which proved a great success 
and then wrote his most successful novels， Of Humαn Bondαge (1915) and The Moon αnd 
Sixpence (1917). 
11) Stanley Archer， W. Somerset Mαughαm -A Study ofthe Short Fiction (New York: Twa.戸le，
1993)， p.20. 
Appendix 1 
notation 
1 AFF 
2 AMI 
3 AMY 
4 ANT 
5 APP 
6 BAG 
title of short story 
A Casual Affair 
De Amicitia 
Cousin Amy 
The Ant and the Grasshopper 
Appearance and Reality 
The Book-Bag 
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year token 
1947 8，437 
1899 6，140 
1908 2，129 
1936 1，545 
1947 5，872 
1933 14，850 
7 BEF Before the Party 1926 10，144 
8 BUM The Bum 1936 3，096 
9 BYO The Bac主ofBeyond 1933 12，467 
10 CHO The Choice of Amyntas 1899 9，888 
11 CIR The Force of Circumstance 1926 10，177 
12 COL The Colonel's lady 1947 7，188 
13 COR The Alien Corn 1931 15，905 
14 COX The Consul 1922 1，947 
15 CUP Cupid and the Vicar of Swale 1900 4，341 
16 DAI Daisy 1899 10，601 
17 DON The Punctiliousness of Don Sebastian 1899 5，996 
18 DOZ The Round Dozen 1931 10，612 
19 DRE The Dream 1936 1，691 
20 DUT The Four Dutchmen 1936 2，775 
21 EDW The Fall of Edward Barnard 1921 12，303 
22 ELE The Human Element 1931 14，686 
23 END The End of the Flight 1936 2，296 
24 EPI Episode 1947 8，070 
25 ESC The Escape 1936 1，516 
26 EXA A Bad Example 1899 11，057 
27 EXC His Excellency 1928 13，296 
28 FAI Faith 1899 5，699 
29 FAO The Facts of Life 1940 7，776 
30 FAT The Three Fat Women of Antibes 1940 5，447 
31 FIF A Woman of Fifty 1947 7，294 
32 FLI Flirtation 1906 2，802 
33 FLU Straight Flush 1936 2，363 
34 FOO Footprints in the Jungle 1933 12，617 
35 GER German 豆arry 1936 1，499 
36 GIG Gigolo and Gigolette 1940 7，013 
37 GIU Giulia Lazzari 1928 14，291 
38 GLA A Man from Glasgow 1947 4，336 
39 GOO Good Manners 1907 4，830 
40 GTL The Portrait of a Gentleman 1936 2，156 
41 HAB Lady Habert 1900 9，999 
42 HAP The Happy Couple 1947 5，540 
43 HAR Mr.Ha汀 ington'sWashing 1928 15，075 
44 HOM Home 1936 1，837 
45 HON Honolulu 1921 9，872 
46 IMP The Creative Impulse 1931 13，482 
47 IRI An lrish Gentleman 1904 4，732 
48 JAN Jane 1931 9，574 
49 JET Flotsam and Jetsam 1947 10，221 
50 JOE French Joe 1936 1，780 
51 JUD The Judgment Seat 1936 1，833 
52 KIN Miss King 1927 13，206 
53 KNO Mr. Know-all 1936 2，485 
54 KTE The Kite 1947 9，449 
55 LAN In a Strange Land 1936 1，754 
56 LAW A Point of Law 1903 5，037 
57 LET The Letter 1926 13，146 
58 LEY The Happy Couple 1908 2，803 
59 LIO The Lion's Skin 1940 9，401 
60 LOR Lordおiountdrago 1940 9，745 
61 LOU Louise 1936 2，542 
62 LTU The Lotus Eater 1940 6，538 
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1，638 
3，454 
1，565 
4，555 
1，641 
14，629 
4，965 
8，317 
5，352 
4，277 
8，569 
1，322 
1，847 
17，925 
9，032 
13，063 
12，202 
3，095 
1，903 
5，456 
15，436 
3，383 
4，065 
2，483 
12，413 
15，309 
1，318 
8，931 
3，699 
9，852 
1，439 
3，341 
1，842 
3，067 
2，313 
3，038 
14，216 
6，255 
3，049 
10，793 
2，835 
15，101 
14，460 
6，648 
6，946 
10，800 
1936 
1921 
1936 
1906 
1930 
1928 
1947 
1930 
1930 
1930 
1940 
1936 
1936 
1933 
1940 
1933 
1926 
1906 
1936 
1947 
1921 
1930 
1903 
1936 
1926 
1921 
1936 
1921 
1947 
1947 
1936 
1936 
1936 
1936 
1936 
1922 
1928 
1940 
1936 
1947 
1936 
1933 
1931 
1940 
1947 
1926 
The Luncheon 
班ackintosh
The Happy Man 
A Marriage of Convenience 
Mabel 
The Hairless Mexican 
The Mother 
斑irage
A Marriage of Convenience 
Masterson 
A Man with a Conscience 
Mayhew 
A Friend in Need 
Neil Macadam 
An Official Position 
The Door of Opportunity 
The Outstation 
The Fortunate Painter 
The Poet 
The Point of Honour 
The Pool 
Princess September 
Pro Patria 
The Promise 
P.&O. 
Rain 
Raw Material 
Red 
The Romantic Young Lady 
Sanatorium 
The Man with the Scar 
The Closed Shop 
Salvatore 
The Social Sense 
A String of Beads 
The Taipan 
The Traitor 
The Treasure 
The Wash Tub 
The U nconquered 
The Verger 
The Vessel of Wrath 
Virtue 
The Voice of Turtle 
Winter Cruise 
The Yellow Streak 
???????????
????
? ??????
??
? ? ? ?
???
??? ?? ?? ?????????
???
????
?
?
??
??
??
??
?
?
?
?
??
??
?
?
??????
?
???
?
??????????????????????
?
??
??
??
??
??
???
??
The revised tagset 
possessive pronoun， pre-nominal (e.g. my， your) 
article (e.g. the， no， a， an， every) 
before-clause mar・1王位 (e.g.in order (that)， in order (to)) 
conjunction (e.g. and， or， but) 
determiner (e.g. such， much， any， al， both， this) 
existential there 
formula 
Appendix 2 
AP 
AT 
E 
C 
B 
EX 
FO 
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FU unclssified word 
FW foreign word 
GE germanic genitive mar孟er
1 prepositon 
J adjective 
M cardinal or hyphenated num込町 (e.g.one， two， two's， first) 
NN noun 
NP proper noun 
P pronoun(e.g. none， who， he， yourselves， me， us) 
R adverb (e.g. else， namely， very， more， where， now， better) 
TO infinitive marker (to) 
UH inteIjection (e.g. oh， yes， um) 
Vち be
VD do 
V豆 have
V斑 modalauxiliary or catenative (e.g. can， will， ought) 
vv lexical verb (e.g. give， going) 
X not， n't 
Z singular or plural letter of the alphabet 
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